


 
PITCH Key Stage 1    

(4 – 7 yr olds) 

 

Welcome to Active Music Pitch KS 1. 

We hope you like this selection of musical games and activities.  

You can dip in and out and use the games for whole music 

lessons or 5 minute musical moments. Enjoy! 

 

 

 

www.activemusicpicknmix.com 

 



& 42 œ œ œ œ
He- llo An-na,

œ œ œ
how are you?

œ œ œ
Ve-ry well,

œ œ œ
thank you, now

œ œ œ œ
roll the ball to

œ œ œ
some-one new.

HELLO ANNA

Solo All

The children sit in a circle. Roll the ball to a child and ask them to put it in their lap.

All sing the first phrase and the solo child responds with the second. All sing 'Now roll the ball to 

someone new'.

The child with the ball first sings the name of the child he/she intends to roll the ball to, using the 

same note as in the song, then rolls it and the game continues.

If the children are not sitting in a circle, you can change the word 'roll' to 'pass' or if you are feeling 

brave,'throw!'

All



& 42 œ œ
I am

œ œ œ
Jo - seph and

œ œ œ
this is Ni -

œ œ
a - sha.

THE INTRODUCTION GAME

One child sings 'I am ..... and this is ......' introducing the child on their left.

This game, though deceptively simple, holds attention well and gives every child in the circle the 

chance to sing solo.

The children can either gesture to the child on their left while they sing or they can pass a beanbag.

Alternatively, the children could sit in a circle and roll a ball to the child they introduce.

Solo



& 42 œ œ œ
Post - man's knock!

œ œ œ
Post - man's knock!

œ œ œ œ
Tell - ing us it's

œ œ œ
eight o' clock!

POSTMAN'S KNOCK

The children stand in a circle then turn to face a partner. There needs to be an even number of

children for this game.

On 'Postman's' the children clap their own hands twice.

On 'Knock' the children clap each other's hands.

On'Telling us it's' they walk past their partner, right shoulder to right shoulder in the direction they are facing

until they are in front of a new partner.

On 'Eight o'clock' they tap a pretend watch on their wrist and look knowingly at their partner as if they are

late!

The most common mistake in this game occurs when children turn around to look for their new partner.

The most helpful instruction is to tell them to keep facing the same way!



& 44 ! ! ! !
1, 2, 3, 4,

! ! ! ! ! ! !
Ma ry at the cot tage door.

! ! ! ! !
5, 6, 7, 8

! ! ! ! ! ! !
eat ing che rries off a plate!- - - -

1, 2, 3, 4

Copyright control

GAME: 

Teach this chant to the children until they are confident with it.

Ask the children in turn to fill in their name instead of 'Mary' and their own favourite food 

instead of 'Cherries'.

Have the whole class chanting the numbers then the individual child saying the sentences.



& 42 œ œ œ
Here I come.

œ œ
Where from?

œ œ
Lon - don.

œ œ œ
What's your trade?

&
5

œ œ œ
Lem - on - ade.

œ œ œ œ
Give us some, don't

œ œ œ
be a - fraid.

HERE I COME

www.primarymusicspecialist.com

The children sit in a group or circle.

One child is the leader and sits on a special leader's chair at the front.

The leader sings the first line and the class respond.

On the words 'Give us some, don't be afraid' the class hold out imaginary glasses and 

the leader chooses one of them, fills their glass and that child becomes the new leader.

The original leader sits in the chosen child's place.

An extension activity for when the children know the game well is to ask them to change 

the name of the place they come from and the drink.

It is a good idea to suggest to the leader that they only choose a child who is sitting quietly

and not calling out!

Leader Response Leader Response

Leader Response



& 42 œ Œ
I,

œ Œ
I,

œ œ
me oh

œ Œ
my,

œ œ
how I

œ œ
love that

œ œ
che - rry

œ Œ
pie!

I, I, ME OH MY

The children can sit in a line or a circle for this game.

The whole group sings 'I, I, me oh my' while tapping their knees to the pulse.

The first solo child then finishes the song inserting their favourite kind of pie eg. apple pie.

It is a good idea to encourage the children to think of the pie they are going to choose before starting

the game with the aim of keeping a continuous pulse.

All Solo



& 42 œ œ
Rain, rain,

œ œ œ
go a - way,

œ œ œ œ
come a - gain a -

œ œ œ
no - ther day,

&
5

œ œ œ œ
lit - tle Ab - dul

œ œ œ
wants to play,

œ œ
rain, rain,

œ œ œ
go a - away.

RAIN , RAIN, GO AWAY

The children can sit in a circle or a line for this game.

The whole group sings 'Rain, rain, go away, come again another day' while tapping their knees

or doing another chosen action to a steady pulse.

The first solo child then sings 'Little......wants to play,' insering the name of the child to their left.

The child to their left then sings the last 'Rain, rain, go away,' as a solo.

The game then continues until all the children have had a turn. 

All

Solo 1 Solo 2



& 44 œ œ œ œ œ
Who has a bro - ther

œ œ œ œ œ
I have a bro - ther.

&
3

œ œ œ œ œ
Who has a sis - ter?

œ œ œ œ œ
I have a sis - ter.

&
5

œ œ œ œ
Who has blue eyes?

œ œ œ œ
I have blue eyes.

&
7

œ œ œ œ
Who has brown eyes?

œ œ œ œ
I have brown eyes.

&
9

œ œ œ œ œ
Who has pur - ple eyes?

∑

WHO HAS A BROTHER? - 2 NOTES

www.primarymusicspecialist.com

Teacher/Leader Children

(At this point there should be 4 beats of silence

                     before continuing)

This is a quick thinking pitch-matching game.

You sing to the children 'who has a brother?' and those who have a brother sing back 'I have a 

brother'.

You can sing many more questions such as:

Who's wearing yellow/blue/green etc?

Who has long hair/short hair?

Who's wearing shoes/sandals/boots?

Who likes Christmas/parties/presents?



& 42 œ œ
He llo

œ œ
A dam,

œ œ œ œ
He llo Miss is

œ œ
John son.- - - - -

&
5

œ œ
He llo

œ œ œ
Cam er on,

œ œ œ œ
He llo Miss is

œ œ
John son.- - - - - -

SING THE REGISTER

www.primarymusicspecialist.com

Teacher/Leader Child

Teacher/Leader Child

Singing the register is a very versatile activity.  Here, the teacher sings to each child in turn

and they respond with the same words and melody each time -  'Hello Mrs Johnson'.

Alternatively,  the teacher can sing different words, Eg. 'Adam are you here?' and he could reply 

'I'm here today'.

Words and melodies can be played around with.  The children might have recently learnt a new note

which could be incorporated into the call and response.  

EXTENSION: The children could improvise a melody to given words or they could have a series of

responses to choose from.    



& 42 œ œ
1.See -

6.High, -

8.Ta

saw,

low,

ta

œ œ œ
up

high

te -

and

and

te

down,

low,

ta,

œ œ œ œ
in

high

te -

the

and

te

sky

low

te -

and

and

te

œ œ œ
on

high

te -

the

and

te

ground.

low.

ta.

SEE-SAW

12 things to do with 'See-saw', as shown on the DVD:

1.  Sing

2.  Sing and tap the pulse

3.  Sing and clap the rhythm

4.  Sing with body actions*

5.  Sing with a hoop**

6.  Sing, changing the words to 'high' and 'low' 

7.  Sing in canon, second group coming in on 'Saw'.

8.  Sing to rhythm names

9.  Sing to sol-fa with hand signs

10.Play the pulse on tuned instruments (notes G / E) whilst singing

11.Play the melody on tuned instruments (G / E) 

12.Play the melody on tuned instruments in canon.

These activities are the ones filmed on the DVD but there are obviously many more possibilities.

* Body actions are as follows:

   G (So)  - tap shoulders

   E  (Mi) - tap knees

**The game with the hoop involves a small group of children sitting cross legged around a hoop

    raising it high for the high notes (G / So) and low for the low notes (E / mi) in time to the pulse.



INTRODUCING SOPHIE AND MIKHAIL 

 

Having learnt a repertoire of songs based on So and Mi, it’s a good idea to introduce the children to 

the notes and their characters. The 2 starting notes are So and Mi, Sophie and Mikhail! 

 

INTRODUCING SOPHIE (So) 

The story goes that Sophie is a pretty little girl who loves looking at herself in the mirror, as she is a 

bit vain. (The mirror is held with palm facing you at eye level as if you are looking in a mirror. This is 

particularly useful as a tool to get the sign at the right height, as the children need to ‘see’ themselves 

in the mirror.) 

 

INTRODUCING MIKHAIL (Mi) 

The story with Mikhail goes that he is a little boy who doesn’t care what he looks like and goes 

running off to play in the woods – so he puts the mirror down on the table. (Hold your hand flat in 

front of you, palm facing down at about chest height – where the table would be) 

 

SO MI PATTERNS: 

Next it’s good to make some patterns from these 2 notes, singing and using hand signs at the same 

time. It’s best to start with 4-beat phrases which the children can copy. These can be extended when 

the children are more familiar with the idea. 

 

SO MI SILENT PATTERNS: 

To work on the children’s listening and pitch-matching skills, the next step is to give them the starting 

note and make some patterns on So and Mi but without singing.  Again, 4-beat patterns are a good 

way to start and the rhythm will need to be emphasised. The idea is for the children to ‘hear’ the 

sound in their heads and be able to sing it back to you. 
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& 42 œ œ œ œ
He - llo chil - dren,

œ œ œ œ
he - llo So - phie.

œ œ œ œ
He - llo chil - dren,

œ œ œ œ
he - llo Mik - hail.

PUPPETS

In this game 2 puppets are used. Ideally one should be called 'Sophie' and one 'Mikhail'.

In the DVD they are given different names but the principle is the same. 

In this explanation I will call one puppet Sophie and one Mikhail.

 

Introduce the puppets and their names. Hold one puppet up high and keep one down lower on your 

knee.The higher puppet has the higher voice (G/ So) and the lower puppet has the lower voice (E/ Mi).

'Sophie' sings and moves to  'Hello children'. The children reply on the same note 'Hello Sophie'.

'Mikhail' does the same. Practice many times.

Extend this by holding the puppets completely still and playing the same game.

The idea is to recognise which note belongs to which puppet.

This is a good game for initial pitch-matching and recognising the difference between the notes.

All Mikhail puppet AllSophie puppet



& 42 œ œ œ œ
He - llo So - phie,

œ œ œ œ
He - llo Stan - ley.

HELP THE PUPPET SING IN TUNE

This is a good game to encourage solo singing and to assist initial pitch matching.

You hold a puppet and sing hello to him/her on one note.

The puppet sings hello back to you on the same note.

The children are to tell you whether the note was the same as yours or different.

If it is different you ask the children if anyone can help the puppet sing the same note as you.

The children are usually very keen to do this.

Give the puppet to a child who then puts the puppet on.

You sing hello to the puppet again on the original note.

The child sings back as if they are the puppet trying to match the pitch.

Obviously ALL attempts should be praised and it is very important to focus on same and different

rather than right and wrong.If the child responds on a significantly different pitch you could comment 

on the fact that it is different while emphasising that  it's interesting that everyone has diffferent voices. 

It is a good idea to then sing hello to the puppet again matching the pitch of the child and meeting 

them where they are at.

It is a very long term aim to learn to pitch-match and much regular, non-judgemental practice is needed.

Solo Puppet



& 86 œ jœ .œ
Co - py cat,

œ jœ .œ
co - py cat

œ jœ œ
jœ

sit - ting on the

.œ .œ
door mat.

COPY CAT

The children sit in a circle and take it in turns to be the leader.

The leader sings the song on their own with an action of their choice.

The others then sing the song copying the actions of the leader.

Continue until everyone has had a turn at being the leader. 

It is good to aim towards creating a 'musical whole' (continuously singing and keeping the pulse

with no breaks around the circle.)

It is often helpful to give the children ideas for actions before the game starts. 



& 42 œ œ œ œ
Dog gie, dog gie

œ œ œ
where's your bone?

œ œ œ œ
Some one stole it

œ œ œ
from my home.- - -

&
5

œ œ œ
Who stole your

œ œ
bo ne?

œ œ œ
I stole your

œ œ
bo ne.- -

DOGGIE DOGGIE

Copyright Control

All Child in middle of circle

All Chosen child

The children sit in a circle.

One child is chosen to sit in the middle with their eyes closed, holding a doggie puppet.

A 'bone' is given to a child in the circle.

All sing 'Doggie, doggie where's your bone?'

Child in the middle sings 'someone stole it from my home'.

All sing 'who stole your bone?'

The child hiding the bone sings 'I stole your bone'.

The child in the middle has to guess the child with the bone, either by name if they 

know each other well enough to recognise each other's voices, or by pointing in the

direction where the voice came from.

The child with the bone then becomes the new child in the middle.



& 42 œ œ œ œ
Ap - ples, pea - ches,

œ œ œ
pears and plums,

œ œ œ œ
tell me when your

œ œ œ
birth - day comes!

&
5

.œ œ .œ œ .œ œ .œ œ
Jan - u - ar - y, Feb - ru - ar - y,

œ œ œ
March, Ap - ril...

APPLES, PEACHES, PEARS AND PLUMS

www.primarymusicspecialist.com

The children sit in a circle. One has a beanbag in their lap.

All sing the whole song while tapping their knees or doing a chosen action to a steady pulse.

When they sing the months they all look towards the child who has the beanbag, who raises their hand

when they hear their birthday month, at which point everyone stops singing.

The beanbag is passed to the next child and the game continues.



& 44 œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
Har - ry Hare is in a hur - ry,

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
full of care and full of wor - ry,

&
3

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
Har - ry Hare is late for tea,

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
what a naugh - ty hare is he!

HARRY HARE

www.primarymusicspecialist.com

The children sit in a circle for this game, with a ball.

While singing, they pass the ball in time to the pulse.  

The child who has the ball on the last 'he', throws it back to the teacher.

The teacher then looks around to see who's being the most fantastic role model for naughty 

Harry Hare and roll the ball to that child.

The game then continues.

This is a simple game but gives the children lots of opportunities to sing a So, La, Mi melody

and therefore helps to familiarise them with these intervals.



& 44 œ œ œ œ œ
Blue - bells, cock - le shells,

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
ee - vy, i - vy o - ver. My

&
3

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
moth - er sent me to the store and

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
this is what she sent me for.

& .. ..
5

Û Û Û Û Û Û Û .Û
Salt, vin - e - gar, must - ard, pe - pper!

BLUEBELLS

www.primarymusicspecialist.com

This is a traditional skipping game.

It is while skipping and chanting 'salt, vinegar, mustard, pepper' repeatedly that the game element

comes in by seeing which word the child is 'out' on.

The child can be 'out' either by choosing to stop or by making a mistake.

This can be played with a whole class by having one child skipping and the others chanting,

clapping. or even playing instruments to the pulse.



& 86 œ jœ œ œ œ
Draw a buck - et of

.œ .œ
wa - ter

œ jœ œ
jœ

for my Lad - y's

.œ .œ
daugh - ter.

& 44
5

œ œ œ .œ
One in the tub,

œ œ œ .œ
two in the tub,

œ œ œ .œ
three in the tub,

œ œ œ .œ
four in the tub.

& 44
9

œ œ œ œ œ œ
Four lit-tle doll-ies go

œ œ œ œ Œ
rub-a-dub-dub.

œ œ œ œ œ œ
Four lit-tle doll-ies go

œ œ œ œ Œ
rub-a-dub-dub.

DRAW A BUCKET OF WATER

www.primarymusicspecialist

Four children standing in a circle are needed to play this game.

Two hold hands facing each other, while the other two do the same with their hands 

over the top of the others' hands.

On 'draw a bucket of water' they bounce their hands up and down in time to the pulse.

On 'one in the tub' the couple with their hands on top reach two of their hands up and around one 

of the other pair.

On 'two in the tub' they put their other hands around the other child.

On 'three in the tub' and 'four in the tub' the encircled couple do the same. 

On 'four little dollies go rub-a-dub-dub' they all shake and wiggle together.

An alternative for 'draw a bucket of water' is for the children to walk around in a circle.

NB: The 'dolly' in this game refers to a Victorian washing dolly.



& 86 .œ œ œ œ
Thread fol - lows the

.œ .œ
nee - dle,

.œ œ œ œ
thread fol - lows the

.œ .œ
nee - dle,

&
5

œ jœ œ jœ
in and out the

œ jœ œ jœ
nee - dle goes as

œ jœ œ
jœ

Fa - ther mends the

œ jœ .œ
chil - dren's clothes.

THREAD FOLLOWS THE NEEDLE

www.primarymusicspecialist.com

The children make a circle and hold their hands up to from arches.

One child is chosen to be the leader and while everyone sings, the leader weaves in and out of the arches.

Whoever the child arrives at on the last word 'clothes', breaks out of the circle, takes the leader's

hand and follows them.

Eventually you have a very long line weaving in and out of a tiny circle of children!



& 42 œ œ
Star -

6.Ta

light,

ta

œ œ
star -

ta

bright

ta

œ œ œ
first

ta

star

te -

I

te

œ œ œ œ
see

te -

to -

te

night

te -

I

te

&
5

œ œ œ œ
wish

te -

I

te

may,

te -

I

te

œ œ œ
wish

te -

I

te

might

ta

œ œ œ œ
have

te -

the

te

wish

te -

I

te

œ œ œ
wish

te -

to -

te

night.

ta.

STARLIGHT

For this game you will need a star eg. a christmas decoration

GAME: The children pass the star around the circle in time to the pulse, while singing.

              Whoever has the star at the end of the song tells the group their wish.

11 things to do with 'Starlight' as shown on the DVD:

1.  Sing

2.  Sing and tap the pulse

3.  Sing and clap the rhythm

4.  Sing with body actions*

5.  Sing in canon, second group coming in on second bar (Star bright)

6.  Sing to rhythm names

7.  Sing to sol-fa with hand signs

8.  Play the pulse on tuned instruments (notes G/E) whilst singing

9.  Play the rhythm on tuned instruments (G/E) whilst singing

10.Play the melody on tuned instruments (G/E/A) 

11.Play the melody on tuned instruments in canon (G/E/A)

These activities are the ones filmed on the DVD but there are obviously many more possibilites.

*   Body actions are as follows:

     G (So) - tap shoulders

     E (Mi) - tap knees

     A (La) - tap head



INTRODUCING LARA 

 

Having now learnt a repertoire of songs based on So and Mi and La, it’s a good idea to introduce the 

children to the new note and her character. The children will more than likely recognise that the note 

you’ve been using is different to So and Mi and will probably keen to know who she is! The idea is 

that Sophie and Mikhail are always close friends – in that if Sophie is on a line, Mikhail is on a line 

and if Sophie is in a space, Mikhail is in a space when it comes to stave notation. That is why Lara is a 

little way out. If the others are on a line, she is in a space and so on. 

 

INTRODUCING LARA (La) 

Lara is a firm favourite with the children. She is friends with Sophie and Mikhail, but is also really 

way out.  She likes hanging around in trees, wearing purple and going to discos. (Lara, ‘hanging 

around’ reminds the children to curve their hand so their fingers area facing down. Lara, being up a 

tree, is a little higher than Sophie – a wrist movement from Sophie to Lara). 

 

LA SO MI PATTERNS: 

Next it’s good to make some patterns from these 3 notes, singing and using hand signs at the same 

time. It’s best to start with 4-beat phrases which the children can copy. These can be extended when 

the children are more familiar with the idea. 

 

LA SO MI SILENT PATTERNS: 

To work on the children’s listening and pitch-matching skills, the next step is to give them the starting 

note and make some patterns on So, Mi and La but without singing.  Again, 4-beat patterns are a good 

way to start and the rhythm will need to be emphasised. The idea is for the children to ‘hear’ the 

sound in their heads and be able to sing it back to you. 
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& 42 œ œ
Star -

6.Ta

light,

ta

œ œ
star -

ta

bright

ta

œ œ œ
first

ta

star

te -

I

te

œ œ œ œ
see

te -

to -

te

night

te -

I

te

&
5

œ œ œ œ
wish

te -

I

te

may,

te -

I

te

œ œ œ
wish

te -

I

te

might

ta

œ œ œ œ
have

te -

the

te

wish

te -

I

te

œ œ œ
wish

te -

to -

te

night.

ta.

STARLIGHT

For this game you will need a star eg. a christmas decoration

GAME: The children pass the star around the circle in time to the pulse, while singing.

              Whoever has the star at the end of the song tells the group their wish.

11 things to do with 'Starlight' as shown on the DVD:

1.  Sing

2.  Sing and tap the pulse

3.  Sing and clap the rhythm

4.  Sing with body actions*

5.  Sing in canon, second group coming in on second bar (Star bright)

6.  Sing to rhythm names

7.  Sing to sol-fa with hand signs

8.  Play the pulse on tuned instruments (notes G/E) whilst singing

9.  Play the rhythm on tuned instruments (G/E) whilst singing

10.Play the melody on tuned instruments (G/E/A) 

11.Play the melody on tuned instruments in canon (G/E/A)

These activities are the ones filmed on the DVD but there are obviously many more possibilites.

*   Body actions are as follows:

     G (So) - tap shoulders

     E (Mi) - tap knees

     A (La) - tap head



& 86 œ œ œ .œ
Jack in the box,

œ œ œ .œ
Jack in the box,

.œ .œ
jump up

.˙
tall,

&
5

œ œ œ .œ
Jack in the box,

œ œ œ .œ
Jack in the box,

.œ .œ
curl up

.˙
small.

JACK IN THE BOX

www.primarymusicspecialist.com

Actions: This is a good action song to symbolize through movement, the high, middle, and 

               low aspects of the pitch.

Begin crouched down.

On the word 'up' jump up. 

On the word 'tall' stretch arms up high.

Stay stretched up until 'Curl up' and on the word 'up' bring arms down.

On the word small, crouch down again.

A way to extend this game is to ask the children to respond with the same actions on hearing

specific notes from the song, sung or played by the teacher.



& 42 œ œ œ œ
Ro -

5.Te -

cky

te

moun -

te -

tain,

te

œ œ œ œ
ro -

te -

cky

te

moun -

te -

tain,

te

œ œ œ œ
ro -

te -

cky

te

moun -

te -

tain

te

œ Œ
high,

ta sh

&
5

œ œ œ œ
we

te -

will

te

climb

te -

that

te

œ œ œ œ
ro -

te -

cky

te

moun -

te -

tain

te

œ œ
by

ta
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ta

œ Œ
by.

ta sh.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN

www.primarymusicspecialist.com

GAME:The children stand in a circle then turn to face a partner. There needs to be an even number 

             of children for this game. For the words 'Rocky mountain, rocky mountain, rocky mountain high'

             the children clap hands with each other pat-a-cake style.

             On 'We will climb that rocky mountain' they walk past their partner, right shoulder to right shoulder

             in the direction they are facing until they are in front of a new partner.

             On 'By and by' they do three 'high fives'! The sequence then continues with a new partner.

9 things to do with 'Rocky Mountain' as shown on the DVD:

1.  Sing

2.  Sing and tap the pulse

3.  Sing and clap the rhythm

4.  Sing with body actions*

5.  Sing to rhythm names

6.  Sing to sol-fa with hand signs

7.  Play the pulse on tuned instruments (notes G/E/C ) whilst singing

8.  Play the rhythm on tuned instruments (G/E/C ) whilst singing

9.  Play the melody on tuned instruments (G/E/C )

These activities are the ones filmed on the DVD but there are obviously many more possibilities.

* Body actions are as follows:

   G (So) - tap shoulders

   E (Mi) - tap knees

   C (Do) - tap feet

   



INTRODUCING DODI 

 

Having now learnt a repertoire of songs based on So, Mi and Do, it’s a good idea to introduce the 

children to the new note, Dodi and her character. The children will more than likely recognise that this 

note is significantly lower than the others and will probably be keen to know who she is!  

 

INTRODUCING DODI (Do) 

Dodi is another firm favourite with the children. She is very dependable – a really friendly lady who 

works in a café, loves children and always gives them free cups of tea and pieces of cake on their way 

home from school and listens to all their problems. (It is the dependable trait of Dodi which reminds 

children to hold their hands in a solid fist, down at tummy level.) 

 

SO MI DO PATTERNS: 

Next it’s good to make some patterns from these 3 notes, singing and using hand signs at the same 

time. It’s best to start with 4-beat phrases which the children can copy. These can be extended when 

the children are more familiar with the idea. 

 

SO MI DO SILENT PATTERNS: 

To work on the children’s listening and pitch-matching skills, the next step is to give them the starting 

note and make some patterns on So, Mi and Do but without singing.  Again, 4-beat patterns are a 

good way to start and the rhythm will need to be emphasised. The idea is for the children to ‘hear’ the 

sound in their heads and be able to sing it back to you. 
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& 42 œ œ œ œ
Rain is fall - ing

œ Œ
down, (splash!)

œ œ œ œ
rain is fall - ing

œ Œ
down (splash!)

&
5

œ œ œ œ
pit - ter, pat - ter,

œ œ œ œ
pit - ter, pat - ter,

œ œ œ œ
rain is fall - ing

œ Œ
down (splash!)

RAIN IS FALLING DOWN

www.primarymusicspecialist.com

The children sit cross legged on the floor opposite a partner.

On 'Rain is falling down' they move their hands from high to low as if mimicking rainfall.

On 'Splash!' they clap each other's hands.  

On 'Pitter, patter, pitter, patter,' they tap their knees alternately.

This works very well as a round, the second group coming in on the word 'Down'.



& 42 œ œ
Hot

6.Ta

cross

ta

œ Œ
buns,

ta sh

œ œ
hot

ta

cross

ta

œ Œ
buns,

ta sh

&
5

œ œ œ œ
one

te -

a

te

pen -

te -

ny,

te

œ œ œ œ
two

te -

a

te

pen -

te -

ny,

te

œ œ
hot

ta

cross

ta

œ Œ
buns.

ta sh.

HOT CROSS BUNS
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GAME: The children sit cross legged on the floor opposite a partner.

              On 'Hot cross buns' each child taps their knees with both hands, crosses their hands and taps again,

              then uncrosses their hands and taps again.

              On the rest they clap each other's hands.

              On 'One a penny, two a penny,' they rub their fingers together signifying money.

              

11 things to do with 'Hot Cross Buns' as shown on the DVD:

1.  Sing

2.  Sing and tap the pulse

3.  Sing and clap the rhythm

4.  Sing with body actions*

5.  Sing in canon, second group coming in on second bar (buns)

6.   Sing to rhythm names

7.  Sing to sol fa with hand signs

8.  Play the pulse on tuned instruments (notes E/C) whilst singing

9.  Play the rhythm on tuned instruments (E/C) whilst singing

10.Play the melody on tuned instruments (E/D/C)

11.Play the melody on tuned instruments in canon (E/D/C)

These activities are the ones filmed on the DVD but there are obviously many more possibilities.

*Body actions are as follows:

  E (Mi) - tap knees

  D (Re) - tap shins

  C (Do) - tap feet



 

INTRODUCING RAYMOND 

 

Having now learnt a repertoire of songs based on Mi, Re and Do, it’s a good idea to introduce the 

children to the new note, Raymond and his character. This is a slightly harder note for the children to 

recognise but by this time they tend to love learning about new notes and characters! 

 

INTRODUCING RAYMOND  (Re) 

Raymond is the character we know least about. All we know is that he works with Dodi in the café, is 

very quiet and lives on a hill. (Living on the hill reminds children to hold their hands in a diagonal 

position and the idea that he works closely with Dodi that reminds them his position is just up from 

Dodi). 

 

DO RE PATTERNS: 

It’s good to practice with just the notes Do and Re before moving on to Do Re and Mi. It’s best to 

start with 4-beat phrases which the children can copy. These can be extended when the children are 

more familiar with the idea. 

 

DO RE SILENT PATTERNS: 

To work on the children’s listening and pitch-matching skills, the next step is to give them the starting 

note and make some patterns on Do and Re but without singing.  Again, 4-beat patterns are a good 

way to start and the rhythm will need to be emphasised. The idea is for the children to ‘hear’ the 

sound in their heads and be able to sing it back to you. 

 

MI RE DO PATTERNS:  As with Do Re patterns but with Mi, Re and Do. 

 

MI RE DO SILENT PATTERNS: As with Do Re patterns but with Mi, Re and Do. 
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& 44 œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
Step by step to - wards the ride,

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
to the top and down the sli -

Gliss.

œ Œ Ó
de!

~~~~~~

STEP BY STEP
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In this very simple action song, the children put hands over the top of each other fist over fist, in time 

to the pulse, as if building a house.  On the word 'slide' they roll their hands from high to low.

The purpose of this song is for the children to hear the steps of the scale rising and then plumet down!

Not many young children can sing a whole scale in tune and I often use this song as an example for them

of how hard it is to sing this many notes.  I then explain how it is easier to start with just 2 notes and we

move on to the 2-note songs and games from there...



& 42 .œ œ œ œ
Pass the pup - pets

œ œ œ
round the ring,

œ œ œ
round the ring,

œ œ œ
round the - ring,

&
5

.œ œ œ œ
pass the pup - pets

œ œ œ
round the ring,

œ œ
pass and

œ Œ
stop!

&
9

œ œ œ
Who's got the

œ œ
mon - key?

œ œ œ
I've got the

œ œ
mon - key.

PASS THE PUPPETS ROUND THE RING

Leader Solo

This game requires about four puppets. 

The children sit in a circle and the puppets are given out at random. 

They then pass them around the circle while they sing.

Whoever has a puppet on the word 'stop' holds on to it.

The leader then sings 'Who has the.....?' and the child with that puppet sings 'I have the......'

It is a good idea to start by using the same melody each time for the call and response but as the 

children's pitch- matching skills improve you can sing the questions at different pitch intervals for

the children to answer.

The younger children need a lot of encouragment to actually pass the puppets in this game as they 

tend to want to hold on to them and play with them!



& 44 œ œ œ œ œ œ
Mag ic box, mag ic box,

œ œ œ œ œ œ
what's in the mag ic box?- - -

&
3

œ œ œ œ œ
Who has the key ring?

œ œ œ œ œ
I have the key ring.

œ œ œ œ œ œ
'Ar vin' has the key ring.- - - -

&
6

œ œ œ œ œ œ
Pass them to your left please.

MAGIC BOX

Copyright Control

This game requires a box full of interesting objects.

The children pass the box around the circle to the pulse.

The child who has it on the last 'box' opens it and takes something out.

Continue this until a few children have objects.

The leader sings (for example): 'who has the keyring?'

This can be sung to the above melody or an improvised melody.

The child with the keyring sings 'I have the keyring'.

The whole class then sings '......... has the keyring' using the same melody.

The leader then sings an instruction to the children with the objects, 

e.g. 'pass it to your left please' or 'pass it to your best friend'.

The child who has passed the object then sings the question to the child they have passed it to.

That child replies and then the whole class also reply to the same melody.

Leader

Sung by all as box is passed round

Child with object All

Leader



& 44 œ œ œ œ Œ
What will you play?

œ œ œ œ Œ
What will you play?

&
3

œ œ œ œ œ
What will you play for

œ œ œ Œ
us to - day?

WHAT WILL YOU PLAY?
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The children sit in a circle for this game.  In the middle of the circle are two chime bars - the notes

G and E (if C is your Do) - or any two notes that give the So Mi interval.

The children sing and pass a beanbag round the circle to the pulse.  The child with the beanbag on

the word 'today' is the one to go into the middle to play.

They play four notes, whichever they choose, trying to keep to a steady pulse if they can.

The class then respond back by either:

Singing 'high low high low' depending on how the melody went, tapping their shoulders for the 

high notes and their knees for the low notes.

Singing the tune back to solfa with handsigns.

Once the group have sung the melody back, the child goes back to their seat and the game continues.

This is a good game for listening skills, helping the children to recognise the difference between

high and low notes and to familiarise children with the So Mi intervals.



& b 44 œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
Old Mac Don - ald had a farm,

œ œ œ œ œ ‰ jœ
ee - i, - ee - i o, and

& b
3

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
on that farm he had a 'cow',

œ œ œ œ œ ‰ œ œ
ee - i - ee - i o. With a

& b
5

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
moo moo here and a moo moo there,

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
here a moo, there a moo, ev' - ry-where a moo, moo.

& b
7

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
Old Mac Don - ald had a farm,

œ œ œ œ œ Œ
ee - i - ee - i o.

OLD MAC DONALD 
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All

Solo

All

This is obviously a song very familiar to most children.  As well as being enjoyed, however, it can

be a useful song for practicing singing in tune.

When children learn to sing it is important that they first recognise the difference between speaking 

and singing and try to start to pitch-match on one note. 

This song gives good opportunity, if the animals noises are words and not sound effects for the children

to do this.

It can be a good idea to give out animal puppets. The child with the puppet then sings the noise relevant 

to their animal, giving opportunites for solo singing on one note.



& 42 Û Û Û Û
Have you brought your

Û Û Û
talk - ing voice?

Û Û Û
Yes we have,

Û Û Û
yes we have.

HAVE YOU BROUGHT YOUR SINGING VOICE?
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Leader Response

This is a simple call and response chant/song.

It is ideal for experimenting with different voices and for pitch-matching.

The order used on the DVD is as follows:

1.  Talking voice

2.  Whispering voice

3.  Louder voice

4.  Sad voice

5.  Excited voice

6.  Singing voice - C (Do)

7.  Singing voice - E (Mi)

8.  Singing voice - G (So)

9.  Singing voice - C (Do)

There are of course many different variations possible.



& 44 œ œ œ œ œ œ
Clap your hands to - ge - ther,

œ œ œ œ œ Œ
give your - self a shake.

&
3

œ œ œ œ œ œ
Make a hap - py cir - cle,

œ œ œ œ œ Œ
then you cut the cake!

CUT THE CAKE
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Choose one child to be the 'cake cutter'.

The children form a circle, not holding hands, with the 'cake cutter' on the outside.

For the first two lines the children follow the actions, while the 'cake cutter' walks around 

the outside.

For 'make a happy circle' the children hold hands and on the word 'cake' the 'cutter' slices 

between two children (gently so as not to crumble the cake!)

The two children run in opposite directions around the outside of the circle,

shake hands when they meet, then continue running back to each others' empty places.

The first child to reach the empty place becomes the new 'cake cutter' and the game continues.



& 42 œ œ œ œ
Pump - kin, pump - kin,

œ œ œ
round and fat,

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
turn in - to a jack - o - lan- tern

œ œ œ
just like that!

PUMPKIN, PUMPKIN
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The children stand in a circle then turn to face a partner. There needs to be an even number of 

children for this game.

On 'Pumkin,pumpkin, round and fat' the children clap hands with their partner pat-a-cake style.

On 'Turn into a Jack-o-lantern' the pairs hold hands and swap places.

On 'That!' they jump around and face their new partner with a scarey face!

  



& 44 œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
Bus - ter, Bus - ter climb a tree,

&
2

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
Bus - ter, Bus - ter slap your knee,

&
3

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
Bus - ter, Bus - ter blow a kiss,

&
4

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
Bus - ter, Bus - ter do not miss!

BUSTER BUSTER - 2 NOTES
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(Climb four branches)

(Slap knee four times)

(Blow four kisses)

(Point finger four times)

This is a rhyme that has been made into a 2-note song to give the children a chance to pitch-match

while they play.

For line one (climb four branches) the chidren put one fist on top of the other.

It is fun for the children to internalise the words and still do the actions.

If the group has 2 adults leading, they could try singing this with actions in canon! 



THE DRUM GAME

This is a really good game for LISTENING and RESPONDING.

The children can sit in a circle or a group for this game.  The idea is very simple and the game can

be extended and made more complex depending on the ability of the children.  I play the game as 

follows:

If I play a SLOW pulse on the drum the children clap their hands in time with me.

If I play a FASTER pulse on the drum the children tap their knees in time with me.

If I play as fast as I can the children roll their hands around each other ('roly poly hands').

If I STOP, they stop immediately.

To start with I call out the actions for the children to do but as they become more confident I just 

make the changes on the drum and tell the children I am looking to see who is listening really 

carefully!

EXTENSION:  This game can be extended in many ways.

One way is to include an even slower pulse for the children to make up an action to.

Another way is to include RHYTHM PATTERNS.  If I tap one pattern they tap their knees  along 

to my rhythm.  If I tap a different pattern, they clap their hands along to my pattern etc.  Again, 

this can be made as simple or as complex as needed to fit the level of your group.

COPY ME

Again, this game is very diverse and can be played in many ways.  For the sake of simplicity and

encouraging the keeping of the pulse, I tend to do eight of every action for the children to copy.

It gives them time to catch on to what is being done but also to be ready for the changes.  Later, 

this can be changed to four or even two.  

To begin with we often all count to eight out loud, then whisper it, then let the counting go and 

feel the pulse in the movements.

It is a good idea to let the children lead this game, but they need to have a good bank of actions

before they are ready for this.

This simple activity is useful to proceed a game such as  'Everybody do this' or 'We will copy you'

as it gives the children ideas for actions.

www.primarymusicspecialist.com
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& 44 œ œ œ œ œ
We will co - py you,

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
if you have the ball on you.

& œ œ œ œ œ œ
We will co - py you now

œ œ œ œ œ œ
roll the ball to 'Ar - vin'

WE WILL COPY YOU
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The children sit in a circle.

One starts with the ball in their lap.

Everyone sings the song and copies the actions of the child with the ball.

On the line 'roll the ball to...' the child with the ball sings the name of a new chosen child and 

rolls the ball to them.

Everyone now sings the song and copies the actions of the new child.

If there is not room for a circle, it works just as well if you change the word 'roll' to 'pass' (or 

even 'throw' if you are feeling brave!)



& 86 j!
I

! ! ! ! ! !
wig gle my fin gers I

! ! ! ! j!
wig gle my toes, I

! ! ! ! ! !
wig gle my shoul ders I- - - - -

& ! ! ! ! j!
wig gle my nose, when

! j! ! ! !
no more wig gles are

! j! .!
left in me,

! ! ! ! j!
then I'm as still as

! j! .!
still can be!- -

I WIGGLE MY FINGERS

Follow the actions.  For 'I wiggle my toes' emphasise to the children to try and wiggle their 

toes inside their shoes!. 

For 'when no more wiggles are left in me', wiggle and wave arms vigorously all over the 

place.

For 'then I'm as still as still can be', sit really still with finger to lips.

This chant can be done in the following ways:

CHANT with actions

WHISPER with actions

www.primarymusicspecialist



& c œ œ œ œ œ
Good bye eve ry one,

œ œ œ œ œ
good bye eve ry one

œ œ œ œ
glad that you were

.˙ Œ
here.- - - -

& œ œ œ œ œ
Good bye eve ry one,

œ œ œ œ œ
good bye eve ry one

œ œ œ œ
glad that you were

.˙ Œ
here.

˙ ˙
Aye, aye,- - - -

& œ œ ˙
aye, aye, aye.

œ œ œ œ
Glad that you were

.˙ Œ
here.

˙ ˙
Aye, aye,

œ œ ˙
aye, aye, aye.

& œ œ œ œ
Glad that you were

.˙ Œ
here.

GOODBYE EVERYONE

Lines one and two - tap knees in time to pulse.

Line three and four - clap hands from low to high for 'Aye, aye, aye, aye, aye,' and tap knees 

again for 'Glad that you were here' - 

This song can be sung replacing the word 'everyone' with an individual child's name and is a 

useful song to be sung while children leave the room one at a time to wash their hands for 

lunch or gather their bags to go home etc. Four different names can be sung each time.

Further ways to develop this action song are as follows:

SING it with the actions

HUM it with actions

THINK it with actions

www.primarymusicspecialist.com
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